AM-FM Antennas
FM Pro

AN200
ADVANTAGE

The Grundig AN200 is a passive, fully adjustable
indoor antenna for the AM broadcast band. This
inductive coupling makes it easy to use with most
portables that have an AM Ferrite bar antenna.
Simply placing this antenna near the radio will
improve reception! Just adjust the AN200 tuning
knob for maximum gain. There is also an output
jack for a wired connection to radios with AM
antenna terminals. The supplied cable has a 3
conductor 3.5mm plug at one end and bare wires
at the other end.
$
AN200
Order #0912
24.95

AN200

The Terk Advantage is
a passive, fully adjustable indoor antenna for
the AM broadcast band.
It uses a pre-tuning system that adjusts the antenna to a specific frequency for best reception. It covers 540 to
1700 kHz. It tunes stations that other antennas do
not and tunes out static. The Advantage may be
placed right next to or on top of the AM radio. This
inductive coupling makes it easy to use with most
portables. For an even higher level of performance the unit may be connected to the receiver
or tuner (if it has AM antenna terminals). A six foot
300 ohm cable is supplied.
$
Advantage
Order #2774
39.95
The Terk FM Edge is a powered FM antenna designed
for indoor use. Its compact
size and contemporary styling let it fit in anywhere. A
Gain knob lets you adjust the
amplification from 0 to +36
dB. The back panel of the
antenna features a 3.5mm input jack for the supplied AC
adapter. There is a wired-in
lead in cable that will plug into
either the 70 or 300 ohm supplied antenna matching transformer. 7.5 x 2.5 x 1.25".
EDGE
Order #2221

EDGE

PI-B

$

37.95

TOWER

The Tecsun AN200 is a passive, fully adjustable
indoor antenna for the AM broadcast band (520 to
1710 kHz. It is a tunable antenna that boosts your
receiver's reception. In most cases it works best
by simply being near your radio, but it does come
with a wire that you can use to directly connect to
your radio's external jack (if it has one). The ring
is 9 inches in diameter.
$
AN200
Order #6238
22.98

The Terk AM/FM Tower can function
as an omnidirectional antenna for great
reception from all directions (placed
vertically), or as a directional antenna
(placed horizontally) to zero in on distant or weak stations. It features a builtin low-noise amplifier which can be adjusted from 0dB to +25dB for best reception of weaker or stronger stations.
Exclusive Air Coil technology isolates
AM and FM antenna elements for increased selectivity with greatly reduced
static and noise. With AC adapter and
antenna matching transformer.
TOWER
Order #3979

$

23.95

TCA

Universal Radio
6830 Americana Pkwy.
Reynoldsburg, Ohio 43068

The C Crane TCA Twin Coil AM antenna works
with any radio, from portables to home stereos. It
includes a unique wireless ferrite stick for radios
without antenna connections, and a wire patch
cord for radios with antenna connectors. With five
feet of cable to connect the antenna to the tuner.
$
TCA
Order #3675
89.95
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The Terk PI-B AM/
FM improves both
short and long-range
radio reception. The
compact PI is big in
performance. The
exclusive GammaLoop® technology reduces FM interference and
it has a built-in high-gain,
low-noise FM amplifier that can be adjusted to
strengthen reception of weaker or distant stations,
without over-boosting stronger or closer stations.
The FM reception pattern is omnidirectional. The
non-skid base keeps the antenna in place during
adjustment. Output to AM is twinlead wire and FM
is in the form of a push-on F connector. A matching
transformer is also supplied to be used if your
radio has FM terminals. Includes AC adapter.
$
PI-B
Order #1718
44.95

FMW

5031
The economical Philmore 5031
FM dipole antenna is your answer
to improved FM reception. It has
plastic tabs for easy mounting to
the back of the set or to the wall. This antenna is
designed for stereos, table radios and clock radios
that have two screw terminals for FM antenna
input.
$
5013
Order #3239
2.49

The FM Pro is Terk's best antenna for long range
FM reception. The half-wavelength folded dipole
design and built-in dual-mode amplifier provide
clear and powerful reception of both distant and
close FM stations. A slim-profile design allows
easy mounting under a windowsill, on a rooftop,
on a wall or in any number of locations inside or
outside a home. The dual-mode amplifier allows
11 dB of amplification or bypass mode for optimum reception of strong signals. Has "F" connector for cable (not included). With AC adapter and
matching transformer. 57 x 2.5 x 1.25 inches.
$
FM Pro
Order #3825
99.95

The C Crane
FMW is an affordable FM
antenna that
is equal to or better than the
best indoor
antenna made. It incorporates a new
dipole design for maximum
gain across
the entire FM broadcast
band. Many
FM stations now broadcast
their signal
with circular polarization.
The FMW is
the only FM antenna that
can be adjusted to take advantage of
this. It is not
affected as much by surrounding objects and
people like other FM antennas. Comes with “F”
connector, balun spade connector and alligator
clip. 54 inch element with an 8 foot feed line 8.5
oz. White.
$
FMW
Order #0143
29.95
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